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DISCLAIMER OF CATALOG
During the length of time our 
catalogs circulate, cost and/or 
availability of items sometimes 
change, often without notice.  
Therefore, prices and products 
may change without notice, 
or may not be consistent with 
those featured in this catalog. 
While every effort is made to 
ensure its accuracy, Aeromat® 
and/or AGM Group are not 
responsible for any errors or 
omissions made in this catalog.

DAMAGED / LOST MERCHANDISE 
INFORMATION
We recommend that all orders be 
inspected and inventoried before 
signing with the delivery carrier upon 
your receipt of the shipment. If your 
merchandise is damaged/lost at the 
time of receipt, please notify the delivery 
carrier. Damage/loss due to freight 
carrier mishandling, etc., is not the 
responsibility of Aeromat® and/or AGM 
Group. Claims must be led with the 
delivery service before we can replace 
damaged or lost merchandise to you.

RETURN POLICY
If you are not completely satisfied with your order, you may 
return the unused item(s) within 30 days from the date of invoice 
for a full refund (minus any shipping charges and a minimum 
20% restocking fee). Please call customer support at (877) 
278-6158 to obtain a Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) 
number and detailed return instructions. A copy of the packing 
slip must accompany all returns. We reserve the right not to 
accept merchandise that has been used, is in poor condition, 
does not have a Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) 
number, or is not accompanied by a packing slip. Consult your 
doctor before beginning exercise on this Aeromat® product to 
determine if you have any limitation that could create a safety or 
health risk. If you feel any discomfort, stop immediately.
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Aeromat® warrants that the products sold by it are free from manufacturing defects for a period of 30 days from the date of invoice. Should your 
product(s) show signs of defective workmanship or material prior to the expiration of the 30-day warranty, you should call our customer support 
department at (877) 278-6158 to obtain an Exchange Authorization number and detailed exchange instructions. The defective merchandise must be sent 
to the specific address provided by our customer support representatives for our inspection. This warranty is limited to the replacement of the product 
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Thick and durable foam mat that offers superior comfort and support for 
joints and spine; Lightweight but dense, easy to roll-up, eyelet design for 
storage, great for all floor exercises; 
Made with 100% TPE (Thermoplastic Elastomer), 100% recyclable, free of 
latex, PVC and phthalates
SKUs: 

ECOWISE WORKOUT/FITNESS MAT

3/8” X 20” X 48”
84102
PLUM

84104
ONYX

84105
LAVENDER

3/8” X 23” X 72”
84202
PLUM

84201
BLUE DAHLIA

84204
ONYX

84205
LAVENDER

84203
ALOE

5/8” X 23” X 72”

84101
BLUE DAHLIA

84222
PLUM

84221
BLUE DAHLIA 84224

ONYX
84225
LAVENDER

Mounts easily to wall;
Holds up to 10 mats (3/8” or 1/2” thick), holds 8-9 mats (5/8” thick)
Rack dimension 24” x 8” x 2”, mounting hardware not included;
SKUs: 

MAT HANGING RACK

74611
HOLDS 20” WIDE MATS

74612
HOLDS 23” WIDE MATS

Mounts easily to wall;
Holds up to 10 mats (3/8” or 1/2” thick), holds 8-9 mats (5/8” thick);
Rack Dimension 24” x 10.5” x 2”, mounting hardware not included
SKUs: 

ADJUSTABLE MAT HANGING RACK

75005
BLACK

Dense, thick workout mat with textured surface for grip, extra 
comfort and joint support; Lightweight but and rigid, great for any 
floor exercises, eyelet design for storage; Made with POE (Polyolefine 
Elastomer), 100% recyclable, free of latex, PVC and phthalates;
1/2” x 20” x 48”
SKUs: 

ECOWISE ELITE WORKOUT/FITNESS MAT

80502
BLUE

80501
BLACK

Thick and dense foam mat, eyelet design for storage; 1/2” x 24” x 72”
Dual textured surface offers different texture and grip level; Made with eco-
friendly POE (Polyolefine Elastomer), free of latex, PVC and phthalates; 
SKUs: 

ECOWISE DUAL SURFACE WORKOUT MAT

80303
OLIVE/BLACK

Great for adding challenge and variety to exercises for muscle sculpting and 
recovery; Use it on the arch of your back for abdominal curls, between the 
ankles for core, under the ribs for side stretch, and more;
Tacky and lightly textured surface reduces slippage; 
Made with anti-burst phthalates-free PVC and natural color dye from charcoal/
cocoa powder; Inflates with straw to approximately 9”, adjust the inflation level 
as desired 

85601
CHARCOAL

85602
COCOA

ECOWISE 9” PILATES BALL

SKUs: 

YOGA
PILATES
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MATS/ACCESSORIES

Made with sustainable cork, from the bark of a Cork Oak Tree, fine-grained 
surface provides easier but sturdy hand grip;
Comes with one yoga block (3” x 6” x 9”) and two massage balls (2” in diameter); 
The block features smooth and contoured edges providing extra comfort; The 
massage balls feature high density structure for targeting specific tight muscle 
groups; Great tool to use combined or individually for relaxation, rehabilitation 
and meditation

82131
SET (1 BLOCK + 2 BALLS)

SKUs: 
82132
2 CORK BALLS

ECOWISE RELAXATION CORK SET 
(1 BLOCK + 2 BALLS)

Dual textured surface offers superb, premium 
comfort and joint support;
Lightweight but dense and durable;
Made with 100% eco-friendly POE (Polyolefine 
Elastomer), 100% recyclable, free of latex, PVC 
and phthalates;
1/4” x 24” x 72” 

SKUs: 

80401
BLACK/PURPLE

80411
GRAY/PINK

ECOWISE ELITE YOGA/PILATES MATS

Thick foam mat alleviates joint pain while doing 
floor exercises; 
Lightweight, durable and portable, offers 
comfort and joint support; 
Versatile and water proof, use in studio, gyms 
or at home; 
Made with 100% eco-friendly closed-cell TPE 
(Thermoplastic Elastomer), 100% recyclable, 
free of PVC, latex, and phthalates; 
5/8” x 10” x 24”

SKUs: 83402
BLACK

ECOWISE KNEELING PAD

Soft surface for extra comfort and joint support, 
lightweight
Dual texture offers extra grip: floral texture for added 
comfort and support, argyle texture for superb 
traction and stability
Made from 100% TPE (Thermoplastic Elastomer), 
100% recyclable, free of PVC, phthalates, and latex
1/4” x 23” x 72”, carrying string and care instructions 
included 

SKUs: 

88131
ONYX

88133
OLIVE

88134
ROSY PINK

88135
PINE

88132
BLUE

ECOWISE PREMIUM YOGA/PILATES MATS

82130
YOGA BLOCK

Spacious bag fits yoga or fitness mats, props 
and more, lightweight and easy to carry; Stylish 
design that is a great companion for travelling
SKUs: 

80201
YOGA MAT BAG

ECOWISE MAT BAG

80202
WORKOUT MAT BAG

Constructed with durable EVA foam material, soft and smooth surface but rigid 
enough for support; Free of latex, PVC and phthalatates

SKUs:

ECOWISE YOGA BLOCK

3” X 6” X 9”

4” X 6” X 9”

82122
LAVENDER

82121
BLUE DAHLIA

82123
KIWI

82124
BLUE DAHLIA

Shaped ergonomically to support lower back and spine, helps with spine 
alignment, posture improvement and maintaining optimal spine health;
Activates core stabilizing muscles while gently extending tense back muscles for 
recovery and relaxation;
Great for stretching, core strengthening, rehabilitation, office sitting, Pilates and 
yoga practices; Portable in size, light weight; 
Made with 100% recyclable TPE foam

ECOWISE ERGONOMIC SPINE SUPPORT CUSHION 

83462
BLACK

SKUs: 
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Improves alignment and flexibility, great for stretching exercises, rehabilitation, 
Yoga and Pilates; Made with burst-resistance TPR (Thermoplastic Rubber) 
material, 100% recyclable, free of latex, PVC and phthalates; Max static 
weight: 300 lbs.; Ball measuring tape and inflating instructions included in retail 
packages, bulk packages only include the ball 
SKUs:

ECOWISE PREMIUM FITNESS BALL

85500
45 CM
SUNFLOWER

RETAIL PACKAGES

BULK PACKAGES

85501
55 CM
HONEYDEW

85502
65 CM
CHERRY

85503
75 CM
OCEAN BLUE

85500-Bulk
45 CM
SUNFLOWER

85501-Bulk
55 CM
HONEYDEW

85502-Bulk
65 CM
CHERRY

85503-Bulk
75 CM
OCEAN BLUE

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING BEFORE YOU INFLATE OR 
EXERCISE WITH ECOWISE FITNESS BALLS!

FITNESS BALL INFLATING INSTRUCTIONS:
Due to the nature of the fitness ball material, the following instructions 
should be followed to ensure optimum performance:
-Initially pump your fitness ball to the tightest level;
-Let the ball sit for at least 12 to 24 hours and then inflate the ball to the 
recommended size. 
-Repeat if necessary.
-After inflating to the recommended size, visually inspect the ball for 
any unusual appearances such as uneven and/or punctured surfaces. 
If you see any abnormality, please do not use the product and contact 
our customer support department info@aeromats.com for further 
instructions. Please include your purchase order number.

NOTE:
1. EcoWise fitness balls are made of burst-resistant material. They are 
not warranted against punctures by any object, but are designed to help 
against sudden deflation upon puncture.
2. EcoWise fitness balls are only to be used for stretching exercises to 
improve flexibility. It is not recommended for combined usage with body/
arm weight lifting training, for standing or jumping off of balls, etc.
3. Under normal conditions, we recommend replacing your fitness 
ball at least once a year. For commercial/institutional environments, 
replacement may be required sooner. It is the responsibility of the user 
and facility instructors to inspect the ball before each exercise session.

RECOMMENDED BALL SIZE GUIDE: (FOR REFERENCE ONLY)

Ball Diameter Height

55 cm 140 cm (4’6”) to 160 cm (5’)

65 cm 160 cm (5’) to 180 cm (6’)

75 cm 180 cm (6’) to 200 cm (6’7”)

Unique design, ideal for physical therapy and rehabilitation, great for children 
and seniors; Easy direction control, rolling back and forth or in saddle position 
to relieve muscle tension; Made with burst-resistant TPR (Thermoplastic 
Rubber) material, 100% recyclable, free of PVC, latex and phthaltes; 
30” in length, max weight limit: 300 lbs. ; 55 cm in diameter
SKUs: 85512

MINT

ECOWISE PEANUT BALL

TRAINING
RECOVERY

Tool for pumping fitness ball to its 
recommended size, pump is 11” long; 
Compatible with Balance/Pilates Ball Kit
SKUs: 

HAND PUMP

35946
BLACK

Pump with interchangeable nozzles for 
pumping fitness ball to its recommended 
size; Pump is 11” long, does NOT work with 
Balance/Pilates Ball Kit
SKUs: 

2-WAY HAND PUMP

35956
BLACK

Simple guide to reduce confusion and prevent over/
under inflating of fitness balls;
Measures fitness balls from 30 cm – 85 cm in diameter, 
tape is 142 cm (56”) long
SKUs: 

FITNESS BALL MEASURING TAPE

35000
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85503
75 CM
OCEAN BLUE

85503-Bulk
75 CM
OCEAN BLUE

CORE FUNCTION

Inflated cushion with smooth and pebbled surface, adds instability and 
stimulation into workouts; Use as a balance training cushion by placing it 
under hands, feet or lower back for challenging exercises; Can be used 
for active ergonomic sitting by placing on top of your chair to sit on; 
Adjust the inflation level for more challenging exercises, dome shape on 
both sides; Made with eco-friendly TPR (Thermoplastic Rubber), 100% 
recyclable, free of latex, PVC and phthalates, pump sold separately
13.5” in diameter
SKUs: 83441

SPEARMINT

ECOWISE BALANCE DISC CUSHION

Inflated cushion with smooth surface, adds instability and stimulation; 
Use as a balance and coordination training cushion by placing it under 
hands, feet or lower back for recovery exercises; 
Adjust the inflation level for more challenges, flat surface on both sides; 
Made with 100% eco-friendly TPR (Thermoplastic Rubber), 100% recyclable, 
free of latex, PVC and phthalates, pump sold separately; 
83443 and 83444 retail packaging available;
83442 retail and bulk packaging available
SKUs: 

83442 - Bulk
OCEAN BLUE 
14” IN DIAMETER

ECOWISE DELUXE BALANCE DISC CUSHION

83443
LAVENDER 
14” IN DIAMETER

83444
OCEAN BLUE
19.5” IN DIAMETERGreat for balance and core training, 

rehabilitation and coordination 
exercises; Durable EVA (Ethylene 
Vinyl Acetate) soft foam pad, free of 
latex, phthalates and chloride; 19” L x 
15” W x 2” H
SKUs: 83401

MARBLE BLUE

ECOWISE DELUXE BALANCE PAD

High-density but soft foam pad with dual 
textured surface; Great for rehabilitation and 
coordination exercises, balance training, and 
meditation; Made with 100% eco-friendly TPE 
(Thermoplastic Elastomer), 100% recyclable, 
free of latex, PVC and phthalates; 
2 3/8” x 16 1/2” x 20”
SKUs: 83801

OCEAN BLUE

ECOWISE ELITE BALANCE BLOCK

83802
LAVENDER

83803
PINE

Designed for clinical balance and proprioception exercises; 
Use in physiotherapy to regain walking and foot functions; 
Great for balance training; 
Made with EVA (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate) foam, surface will rip if worn 
shoes;
74” L x 7.5” W x 2.5” H; folded 37” L x 7.5” W x 5” H

SKUs: 83511
MARBLE BLUE

ECOWISE FOLDING BALANCE BEAM

Replacement ball plugs for all EcoWise brand 
inflatable fitness balls, peanut balls, inflatable 
balance cushions and etc. 
SKUs: 

REPLACEMENT FITNESS BALL PLUGS

30108

Keeps the fitness ball stationary, designed to use 
with 55 cm to 65 cm fitness balls -Notched base 
compatible with resistance tubes and bands;
Made with durable and impact-resistant polymer 
material, 18” D x 2” H
SKUs: 

FITNESS BALL BASE

35953
BLACK

Keeps the fitness ball stationary, designed to 
use with fitness balls 65 cm and above;
Assembled with 4 detachable pieces, easy 
for transport and storage;
Notched base compatible with resistance 
tubes and bands;
Made with durable and impact-resistant 
polymer material, 20” in diameter
SKUs: 

DELUXE FITNESS BALL BASE

35950
BLACK

Stacks up fitness balls for easier 
storage, compatible with 45 cm 
to 75 cm fitness balls; 
Made with durable plastic;
16.5” D x 6” H each;
Comes in a set of 3
SKUs: 

FITNESS BALL STACKER

35951
CLEAR
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RECOVERY

Versatile exercise weight ball with smooth but pliable surface, 5” in diameter;
Great for challenging upper body and core exercises with full range of motion;
Made with patented NeuwaTM material, filled with eco-friendly iron sand, free of 
latex, PVC and phthalates

SKUs: 

ECOWISE WEIGHT BALL

85102
3 LBS - TANGERINE

85101
2 LBS - SUNFLOWER

85103
4 LBS - KIWI

85104
5 LBS - BLUE DAHLIA

85105
6 LBS - IRIS

Designed for group and personal training, use for squats, 
snatches and rotational movement, not meant for slamming; 
User-friendly alternative to traditional cast-iron kettlebells; 
Flat bottom, 6” in diameter, smaller size for easier storage and 
transport, 6” wide handle; 
Made with eco-friendly PE (polyethylene) on the surface, free of 
phthalates and latex

SKUs: 

ESSENTIAL MINI KETTLEBELL MEDICINE BALL

85825
8 LBS

85822
5 LBS

WEIGHTS
Slim olive shaped weight ball fits in palm comfortably;
Pliable surface offers superb grip, detachable strap adds additional grip; 
Use for core strengthening, functional movement training and yoga and 
Pilates training; 
Made with patented NeuwaTM synthetic rubber, filled with eco-friendly 
iron sand, free of latex, PVC and phthalates; 
1 lbs. to 3 lbs. are 4” in diameter
4 lbs. to 6 lbs. are 6.5” in diameter 

ECOWISE SLIM WEIGHT BALL

85702
2 LBS - FOREST

85701
1 LBS - SUNFLOWER
85703
3 LBS - BLUE DAHLIA

85704
4 LBS - LAVENDER

85705
5 LBS - POMEGRANATE

85706
6 LBS - BLACK

SKUs:

Fruit shapes fits palm ergonomically;
Comes in various intensity;
Made with unscented TPR, free of latex

ECOWISE HAND THERAPY FRUIT SQUISH BALL PAIR

85221
LEMONS

SKUs: 

85222
ORANGES
85223
STRAWBERRIES
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Durable foam roller maintains structure, great for training and muscle relief; 
Made with EVA (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate) foam material, free of latex, 
phthalates and chloride; 
Textured surface, 6” in diameter, 36” in length
SKUs: 

ECOWISE DUAL COLOR FOAM ROLLER

83319
GREEN/GRAY

83320
GREEN/BLUE

ECOWISE HEXANGULAR TEXTURE FOAM ROLLER
Durable foam roller maintains structure, great for training and muscle relief; 
Made with EVA (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate)  foam material, free of latex, 
phthalates and chloride; 
Hexangular textured surface offers more trigger point stimulation; 
6” in diameter, and 36” in length
SKUs: 

83321
KIWI

Great for developing core stabilization, lower body balance and stamina; 
Made with EVA (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate) foam material, free of latex, 
phthalates, and chloride; 
Half-round shape perfect for gentle stretching and self-mobilization of 
joints and spine; 3” in diameter
SKUs: 

ECOWISE HALF ROUND FOAM ROLLER

83301
KIWI - 12”

83302
KIWI - 36”

83303
MARBLE BLUE - 36”

FOAM ROLLERS

BULK PACKAGE FLAT BAND
4” wide flat band roll with customizable length, great for 
strength training and injury recovery; 
Made with eco-friendly TPR (Thermoplastic Rubber) material, 
100% recyclable, free of latex, PVC and phthalates

SKUs: 
6-YARD ROLL

25-YARD ROLL

86817
LIGHT

86816
EXTRA LIGHT

86819
HEAVY

86820
EXTRA HEAVY

86818
MEDIUM

86812
LIGHT

86811
EXTRA LIGHT

86814
HEAVY

86815
EXTRA HEAVY

86813
MEDIUM

86802
LIGHT

86801
EXTRA LIGHT

86804
HEAVY

86805
EXTRA HEAVY

Provides resistance for short and limited movements, fits comfortably 
around the upper or lower legs; 
Lightweight, versatile function, great for Yoga or Pilates training programs; 
18” in length, 36” in circumference, 3” in width; 
Made with eco-friendly TPR (Thermoplastic Rubber) material, 100% 
recyclable, free of latex, PVC and phthalates

SKUs: 

RESISTANCE STRETCH LOOP BAND

BANDS

86803
MEDIUM
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